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EAE is reflected her production and service policies without compromising on quality with her over 40 
years of manufacturing, design and market experience into the growing Solar Energy sector.

EAE has monthly 5.000 tons of steel processing production capacity with the latest technology equipment 
in her LEED GOLD certified facility builted on 40.000 m² closed are in Gebze which is the largest plant in 
Europe. Zinc coating process is operating on a Hot Dip Galvanazing station in the plant with a fully 
automated automation system according to TS EN ISO 1461 standards.

Coating process is complated in a latest technology Zinc Bath after steel surface cleaning opearation in 15 
different checmical pools.

EAE has the capability to design and manufacturing as per the requirements of each project to implement 
new technologies in the field of renewable energy for domestic and overseas projects.

Our basic principle as EAE is to provide to our customers "EXACT" expections of their investment with the 
most economical solution without compromissing the quality.

EAE Advantages:

 Sustainable Quality with operating whole manufacturing process in one facility.
   Experimented models
   Project basis manufacturing abilities
  High quality production and fast delivery
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SINGLE POST RAMMING APPLICATION

-  Field type Solar Panel mounting system.
-  Applicable for ramming projects.
-  The products has been designed adabtable to field conditions.

DOUBLE POST RAMMING APPLICATION

-  Field type Solar Panel mounting system.
-  Applicable for ramming projects.
-  The products has been designed adabtable to field conditions.
- Contents double post without support bridge.

Hot Dip Galvanized Steel Mounting Modules Hot Dip Galvanized Steel Mounting Modules

E ELINE LINE

SINGLE POST CONCRETE APPLICATION

- Field type Solar Panel mounting system.
- Applicable for concrete based projects.

DOUBLE POST CONCRETE APPLICATION

- Field type Solar Panel mounting system.
- Applicable for concrete based projects.
- The products has been designed adabtable to field conditions.
- Contents double post.

Special designed mounting accessories
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1-2. 
Put the Quick Traverse Nut in to the Unistrut "G" Channel.
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3-4. 
Turn the quick nut with the arrow direction and locate in the channel.
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Quick Traverse Nut
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